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A model is considered in which interactions between two fundamental fields-the lepton and 
the baryon fields-appear as a result of a change in the structure of space-time at small dis
tances. As consequences of the fundamental assumptions of the model one obtains: the univer
sality of weak interactions in Cabibbo form, the selection rule I D.S I ;::5; 1 for all the decays and 
the rule D.S = D.Q for the leptonic decays of hadrons. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

ONE of the most interesting and most fundamen
tal properties of weak interactions is, apparently, 
their universality, which at first manifested itself 
in the approximate equality of the Fermi vector 
constant Gy for the {3 decay of neutrons[ 11 and 
the constant G/J. for the decay of muons. [ 2 ' 31 

Later the idea of universality was extended to the 
weak interactions of other particles[ 41 andre
ceived its most complete form in the paper by 
Feynman and Gell-Mann.[SJ However, it soon be
came clear that the original idea of the universal
ity of all weak interactions sharply contradicts 
data on the leptonic decays of hyperons with a 
change of strangeness. [ 61 Moreover, further ex
periments led to the conclusion that the equality of 
the constants Gv and G/J. is only approximate 
(cf. the latest review article[TJ) while according 
to the hypothesis of the conservation of vector cur
rent[B, 5• 71 it must hold exactly. Cabibbo[ 91 has 
succeeded in overcoming this difficulty by propos
ing a new formulation of the idea of universality 
which enabled him to explain both the suppression 
of hyperon decays, and the lack of agreement be
tween Gv and G/J. by means of a new parameter e 
which has received the name of the Cabibbo angle. 

Another important property of weak interactions 
is the nonconservation of paritl 10 1 which in the 
universal theory of Fermi[ 51 is described by the 
V - A interaction. 1 > 

Moreover, in all the weak decays of hadrons the 
following selection rule holds with a high degree of 
accuracy[l1J 

1>Many facts in the physics of weak interactions agree 
well with the hypothesis that the interaction can be repre
sented in the form of a product of charged currents [5], but ex
perimental checks of this hypotheses are as yet insufficient. 

IASI ~1 1, (1.1) 

while the leptonic decays of the hadron satisfy the 
following selection rules with a reasonably good 
accuracy: 

IATal = 1 for llS = 0, 

AS= !lQ, lllTal = 1/z for AS =I= 0. (1.2) 

In order to explain these basic properties of 
the weak interactions various hypotheses were 
proposed. Thus the universality of the weak inter
actions (and also the "current" nature of the in
teraction) can be understood on the basis of the 
hypothesis about the intermediate vector boson. [ 121 

For the explanation of the V-A interaction con
siderations of y5 invariance were invoked. [ 131 The 
selection rules (1.1) and (1. 2) can be explained 
with the aid of composite models of particles 
( cf., for example, [ 111 ) or by introducing the octet 
hypothesis of Cabibbo. [ 91 However, none of these 
hypotheses unifies all the enumerated properties 
of weak interactions, and it would be of interest to 
try to find such a description of weak interactions 
which would correlate all the above facts from a 
unified point of view. 

The universality of weak interactions and the 
fact that they contain a small parameter of the 
dimensions of length l "'VG/nc ~ 6X 10-17 em[ 141 

suggest that the weak interactions might be related 
to the local curvature of the space-time structure 
at distances "close to" the particles. In [ 151 , a 
specific formulation of this idea was proposed as 
applied to the weak interactions between leptons. 
We recall the basic assumptions of this model in 
a somewhat altered and generalized form. 2> 

2> A detailed development of the mathematical formalism is 
carried out in [15]. Here we consider only those questions 
which are essential for the formulation of the model proposed 
below. 

937 
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We assume that the four-dimensional physical 
space "near" particles is curved, while at large 
distances from the particles it becomes flat. The 
latter condition which will in future be referred to 
as the "condition of Euclidity at infinity" is quite 
comprehensible intuitively and in principle enables 
us to formulate integral laws of energy and mo
mentum conservation. If we were to drop this con
dition we would encounter difficulties analogous to 
the difficulties in defining the energy-momentum 
tensor in the general theory of relativity (cf., for 
example, usJ). 

Further, we assume that the reason for a change 
in the structure of space is the presence of parti
cles in it. Therefore, quantities which character
ize the geometry are associated with certain fun
damental fields. 3> First of all we note that the fun
damental fields must have spin 1/ 2. However, the 
definition of spinors in curved space is far from 
being always possible. [ 17• 18 ] In [15 ] in order to 
solve this problem use was made of the mathe
matical device of incorporating the physical four
dimensional space V 4 into a many-dimensional 
pseudoeuclidean space Sm. In this procedure the 
physical space V 4 is regarded as a certain surface 
in the space Sm in which one can introduce spinors 
without difficulty, [ 17 ] with the number of compo
nents of the simplest spinors for the spaces S2n 
and S2n+ 1 being equal to zn (we shall in future 
call a spinor in the many-dimensional space a 
"superspinor"). If in Sm or in S2n+ 1 we pick out 
a four-dimensional Minkowski subspace, then with 
respect to the Lorentz transformations in this 
space a superspinor with zn components decom
poses into zn-2 ordinary four-component spinors. 
From this it follows that a superspinor can be 
used to describe a multiplet consisting of 2n-2 
particles of spin1 / 2. In order to utilize this possi
bility we take the values 1/J(x) of the superspinor 
on the surface V 4 and require that the superspinor 
1/J(x) should satisfy a certain equation on V 4. For 
such an equation we postulate the simplest gener
alization of the Dirac equation obtained by replac
ing the usual derivative 8k~' by the covariant de
rivative 1/J ,k· 

In order to define the covariant derivative it is 
necessary to utilize in an essential manner the 
geometry of the space V 4. In order to describe 
this geometry we define at each point of the space 
an m-dimensional set of orthogonal unit basis vec-

3lsuch a point of view is suggested by an analogy with the 
general theory of relativity which, however, should not be 
taken too literally. Taking into account that at distances ~z 
the gravitational interaction is much smaller than the weak in
teraction we shall neglect it in subsequent discussion. 

tors the first four axes of which lie in the space 
tangential to V 4• The geometry of the surface is 
locally determined by the conditions for translating 
this set of basis vectors along V 4• The change in 
the set of basis vectors in going over to an infi
nitely close point is determined by the rotation co
efficients waj3k where a and {3 take on all the m 
values, while k takes on only the first four values. 
The rotation coefficients satisfy certain simple 
geometrical requirements, viz., conditions of sym
metry with respect to the indices a, {3, k and the 
conditions of integrability ( cf., in greater detail 
in [ 15 J). 

For the definition of the covariant derivative of 
a spinor use was made in [ 15 J of a generalization 
of the method proposed in [ 19 J which made it pos
sible to express linearly in terms of the rotation 
coefficients the spinor connectivity Cz which de
fines the translation of a spinor. The rotation co
efficients in turn can be expressed in terms of bi
linear combinations of spinors: 

(1.3) 

Here the matrices Ba{3k are chosen from the al
gebra of {3 matrices in m-dimensional spaceus, 17 J 

taking into account the conditions of symmetry and 
the tensor properties of the coefficients wa{3k 
which, moreover, must satisfy the integrability 
conditions. We emphasize that the choice of u:a{3k 
in the form (1. 3) is the simplest way of giving 
concrete form to the assumption that space is 
curved only in the presence of particles. 

We now define the covariant derivative in the 
form 

(1.4) 

and with the aid of this derivative we construct the 
generalized Dirac equation4> replacing the deriva
tive 8k by the expression (1.4) and using instead 
of the Dirac y matrices the first four {3 matrices 
of the space Sm. For a physical interpretation of 
this equation we go over to the quasieuclidean ap
proximation, i.e., we consider the space to be flat 
and retain only terms of order a (cf., (1.3)). Since 
the connectivity Ck is a linear combination of the 
coefficients w contracted with certain matrices, 
then the generalized Dirac equation contains in the 
quasieuclidean approximation a nonlinear term de
cribing the four-fermion interaction. The condi
tion of integrability of the rotation coefficients and 
the condition of "Euclidity" of the surface V 4 at 

4lwe do not discuss the problem of the masses of the parti
cles in this paper and, therefore, we do not consider the gener
alization of the mass term. 
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infinity impose essential limitations on the form of 
this four-fermion interaction. In particular, 
in [ 15 J it was shown that these conditions neces
sarily lead to nonconservation of parity, and one 
can also introduce certain considerations favoring 
the V + A interactions. 

It is important to note that in defining the spinor 
connectivity Ck in terms of the rotation coeffi
cients there is a certain degree of arbitrariness to 
which we shall assign a definite physical meaning. 
Specifically, without changing the geometry it is 
always possible to add to the spinor connectivity 
an expression of the form iRBk where Bk is an 
arbitrary real vector, while the matrix R com
mutes with all the matrices f3a contained in (1.3). 
In the simplest case one can set R = I. in the qua
sieuclidean approximation the arbitrariness indi
cated above can be associated with gauge invari
ance if one chooses the arbitrary vector Bk in the 
form Bk = okCfJ· In certain papers[ 19 J the vector 
Bk was associated with an actually existing field, 
for example the electromagnetic field. However, 
in order to interpret this vector in precisely this 
manner one must impose upon it certain auxiliary 
conditions (Maxwell's equations !) 5> which by no 
means follow from the geometry. It appears to us 
to be more consistent to extend the geometric 
point of view to all the actually existing fields. 
Therefore, we shall interpret the arbitrariness 
under discussion specifically as an arbitrariness 
of gauge. (For us it is important that the gauge 
invariance mentioned above should guarantee the 
conservation of a certain quantity; in particular 
the eigenvalues of the matrix R define the con
served charge.) 

On the other hand the actually existing vector 
fields, and in the first instance the electromagnetic 
field, are naturally associated with the geometry of 
space-time and can be introduced also through the 
rotation coefficients. (Such a point of view is 
naturally not new and relates back to the ideas of 
the unified field theories of Weyl, Eddington, [ 21 J 

and Einstein. [ 221 In this connection an essential 
modification of the apparatus proposed in [ 15 J 

could be required. s> However, in the present paper 
we restrict ourselves to an investigation of only 
the quasieuclidean approximation in which only the 
effective Lagrangians of the weak and the electro
magnetic interactions are taken into account, and 
this modification will not lead to any changes. 

In concluding this section we shall make a few 

S)A similar problem has been investigated by Ogievetskii 
and Pol ubarinov [20]. 

6)In particular, the space can become twisted. 

remarks on the choice of the embedding space. In 
differential geometry the fact is known that a four 
dimensional Riemann space with a given metric 
can be locally embedded into a ten dimensional 
space. In special cases the dimensionality of the 
embedding space can also be smaller. Since in 
our case the metric is not given but only the equa
tions and the conditions of integrability are given, 
there are no considerations available for the choice 
of the dimensionality of the embedding space, ex
cept for correspondence with physical reality and, 
first of all, with the number of components of the 
different spinor multiplets. Combining 2n-2 parti
cles into one multiplet we take Sm + 1 as the em
bedding space. We note that in the proposed 
scheme for the weak interactions the fundamental 
spinor field cannot be a triplet (of quarks, trions, 
etc.). 

2. WEAK INTERACTIONS OF LEPTONS 

We first of all consider the weak and the elec
tromagnetic properties of leptons.n Unifying the 
four leptons (e-, ve, Jl-, vJl) into one superspinor 
we take a 9-dimensional embedding space. In the 
quasieuclidean approximation the effective La
grangian is[ 15J 

G - -
L;nt =--= ~ (IJlVallOk¢) (IJlVaflO~<IJl). (2.1) 

4l"2 a,B,k 

Here the summation over k refers to the four co
ordinates of physical space, while a and {3 are 
the numbers of excess axes which we shall num
ber in order 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 (we shall not explicitly 
write out the numbers k). It is usually customary 
to call the space formed by the 0, ... 4 axes the 
''inner" space, and we shall also utilize this ter
minology. In order to obtain this Lagrangian from 
the Lagrangian (4.1) in [ 15 J one must choose such 
a representation for the matrices in (4.1) in which 
they decompose into the direct product of four
rowed matrices of the physical space and the four
rowed matrices of the inner space.8> In this rep
resentation 

On= Yn(1 +Vii); 

1 
'Vail= 2i[ya, '\'11), 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

7)We note that in the present work we do not set ourselves 
the aim of carrying out a complete geometrical investigation of 
the problems that arise. Instead of that we basically use quali
tative geometric considerations, and also certain limitations 
arising from experiment. 

8 )In this case the superspinor is represented in the form of 
a four-component column (tfr,, tfr2 , tfr,, tfr4), each component tfri 
of which is an ordinary Dirac spinor. 
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where Yn• y5 are the usual Dirac matrices oper
ating on usual spinors a> while y 01 are the four
rowed matrices corresponding to spinors in the 
five-dimensional Euclidean inner space operating 
on particles as a whole. The matrices y01 are de
fined by the relation 

'\'a'\'11 + '\'11'\'a: = 26aB; a, ~ = 0, 1, ... , 4, (2.4) 

and we shall utilize the following Hermitian repre
sentation: 

'\'k =( 0 
Cik 

(y~ ) • k ·= 1. 2. 3; "' = c~ -il). 
0 • 

Yo== '\'5 = ( ~ -~ ). (2.5) 

The interaction (2.1) possesses a high degree of 
internal symmetry described by the group of five
dimensional rotations R(5). In the algebra of this 
group there exist two mutually commuting genera
tors whose eigenvalues can uniquely characterize 
particles. It is natural to associate one of these 
generators with the electric charge. The other, 
evidently, can describe the muonic charge. 10 > Both 
these charges are conserved in all the interactions. 
However, the mechanisms guaranteeing the con
servation of these charges have an essentially dif
ferent appearance. The conservation of electric 
charge is guaranteed by the very existence of the 
electromagnetic field. An analogous field associ
ated with the muonic charge is unknown11 > and, 
therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that the con
servation of muonic charge is guaranteed by the 
arbitrariness of gauge discussed in the Introduc
tion. Moreover, the eigenvalues of the matrix must 
give the muonic charge of the leptons. For exam
ple, let us take for R the matrix 

(2.6) 

where the unit matrix is added from considerations 
of correspondence with the usual values of the mu
onic charge which are equal to zero or unity. In 
order that there should in fact be arbitrariness it 
is necessary that the matrix FL should commute 
with all the matrices y01 appearing in the rotation 

9>1n future we shall sometimes omit the matrices On retain
ing only the inner structure and having in mind the V-A variant. 

lO)Jn our scheme the conservation of lepton charge is guar
anteed by the general gauge transformation tfr ... eiatfr, 
If, ... e-ia If,, which corresponds to the always possible choice 
R=l. 

11 >The interaction of p. and vp. with a hypothetical neutral 
vector field has been repeatedly discussed in the literature[21]. 

With the passage of time the upper bound for the coupling con
stant continually diminishes, while the lower bound for the 
meson mass increases. 

coefficients. From this it follows that one must 
exclude from them the matrices r 01 3 and r 0!4 

(0! f. 3, 4). Therefore, in the Lagrangian (2.1) 
there will be no terms containing these matrices. 
We note here that the Lagrangian (2.1) by itself is 
so symmetric that it conserves both the electric 
and the muonic charges and, therefore, the re
quirement of arbitrariness of gauge may turn out 
to be superfluous. However, if one includes the in
teraction of leptons with baryons, then without this 
requirement the muonic charge will not be con
served in baryon decays. Thus, the breaking of 
the symmetry introduced above appears to be in
evitable. 

In the representation under consideration for 
the y matrices the electric charge is determined 
in the following manner: 

(2.7) 

It is now easy to establish correspondence be
tween the spinor components of l/J and the known 
leptons: 

(2.8) 

Until now we have nowhere taken into account the 
requirement of the anticommutativity of the spi
nors l/' since the whole theory was being con
structed essentially in terms of the language of 
classical and not quantum concepts. From con
siderations of correspondence between the classi
cal and the quantum pictures we now require that 
the Lagrangian (2.1) should describe the same 
interactions both in the case of commuting and in 
the case of anticommuting spinors. Then utilizing 
the commutation relations due to Fierz[ 241 it can 
be easily verified that the Lagrangian (2.1) must 
not contain terms involving the matrices r 12 and 
r 34 , since these terms are essentially different 
for the commuting and the anticommuting spinors. 

On the basis of these considerations we retain 
in the Lagrangian (2.1) summation only over the 
pairs of indices (01) and (02) and arrive at the fol
lowing Lagrangian for the weak interactions be
tween leptons: 

Lint=· G_ ~ (¢Voa'¢) (,Jlyoa'ljJ}, 
41'2 a=l,2 

which can be rewritten in the form 

G - - - -
Lint =-=- (VI'l£- Vee) (J.t'VJ>- eve). 

l'2 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

This Lagrangian coincides with the Lagrangian 
due to Feynman and Gell-Mann[ 51 and differs from 
the Lagrangian in [ 151 which does not reduce to a 
product of currents and which contains "neutral" 
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interactions (vJ.lvJ.l )(ee)(ee) etc. Such interactions 
have been excluded by the requirement of corre
spondence with the classical picture. 

3. THE BARYON FIELD 

The next step consists of including baryons in 
our scheme. As we have already noted in the In
troduction the scheme does not admit fundamental 
triplets of particles; this immediately forces us to 
drop the idea of a minimum number of basic fields. 
Therefore, in introducing baryons we can start 
either with four fundamental particles, or with 
eight. In order to have a possibility of making the 
fields correspond to actually existing baryons 
whose number is equal to eight,it is sensible to 
start with the second possibility (cf., for example, 
with [ 251 ). This corresponds to choosing the di
mensionality of the embedding space m = 11, i.e., 
to a dimensionality of the "inner" space equal 
to 7. 

We shall construct a baryon theory by analogy 
with leptons. We will not be able to obtain here a 
complete picture of baryon interactions, since we 
leave aside the effect of strong interactions which 
according to our ideas are not associated with 
local space curvature. Therefore, we, in particu
lar, retain for the baryons also a pure V-A vari
ant; moreover, we shall not claim to explain cer
tain facts for which the effect of strong interac
tions is essential. 12 > 

Thus, we introduce for the description of the 
baryons a second fundamental field which repre
sents an eight component spinor w of the seven
dimensional "inner" Euclidean space. 13> We shall 
also construct the corresponding algebra of eight
rowed matrices r J.l satisfying the relations 

fJ'fY+ fvfl' = 26J'YI Jl1 'V = 0, 1, • • • t 6. (3,1) 

In future we shall utilize the following Hermitian 
representation for these matrices: 

a= 1, ... , 5; 

(3.2) 

The commutators 

1 
r '"' = ~[r "' f.vl (3.3) 

12>For example, the rule I~TI ~ Y2 in nonleptonic decays of 
hadrons, (V,A) structure of baryon currents etc. 

13>Just as in the case of leptons each component of super
spinor is a four-component Dirac spinor. 

form a set of generators of the group R(7). 
Now the rotation coefficients are determined 

both by the bilinear combinations of the lepton spi
nors and also by the bilinear combinations of the 
baryon spinors, i.e., by expressions of the form 

Waj!k = a'ljlBapli.'ljl + b'I!Bapli.'l!, (3.4) 

where the matrices Ba{3k are constructed from 
the matrices r a in just the same way as the ma
trices Bapk are constructed from 'Y a· For the 
convenience of presentation we introduce the 
operator 

P = 1/a(I + fss) (3.5) 

which projects the baryon algebra on the lepton 
algebra. In particular, we have the following rela
tions: 

Pr af:l = Vall• a, I~ = 0, .•• '4; Prs6 =I. (3.6) 

Expression (3.4) leads in the quasieuclidean 
approximation to the covariant derivatives of the 
spinors 1/' and w (cf., [151): 

On'ljl +~] yap(1 + Vs) {a:;jiyai!On'ljl + b'l'faf:I'On 'l'}\jl; 
4 

tt,ll 

i - - -on 'l' +-~ r af:l' ( 1 + Vs) {alJlyapOn'ljl + b'l'f ar.'On 'I'} 'l'. 
4·LJ 
~ (a~ 

(The term contained in brackets in this formula is 
simply the. rotation coefficient of the form (3.4).) 
Here the representation of the matrices r~, gen
erally speaking, does not coincide with the repre
sentation (3.2). The reason for this will become 
apparent later. In order to have the possibility of 
formulating conservation laws (energy, momen
tum, etc.) we require that the equations obtained 
utilizing the covariant derivatives (3. 7) should fol
low from a single Lagrangian. It can be easily 
verified that this requirement leads to the condi
tion of universality: 

a= b =l'2G, (3.8) 

with the summation in (3. 7) necessarily extending 
for baryons only to those values of a and {3 which 
appear in the leptonic Lagrangian (2. 9). Thus, we 
arrive at the following Lagrangian for the weak in
teractions between baryons and leptons: 

In order to establish the correspondence be
tween the eight components of the spinor w and 

"" - o 'M'- ~o the eight baryons p, n, A, ~ , ~ , ~ , .... , .:. , we 
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construct operators whose eigenvalues enable us 
to distinguish between these particles. In the alge
bra R(7) there are three mutually commuting gen
erators. We take for such generators the matrices 
r12• r34• r56• which are diagonal in the represen
tation (3.2). We first find the operator for the elec
tric charge QB which must be related to the lep
tonic operator for the electric charge QL by the 
projection relation: 

(3.10) 

It is easy to verify that the operator QB must 
have the form 

QB = 1/2{f12- f56) + c(l- f5s). (3.11) 

In order to eliminate the ambiguity existing here 
we discuss the geometric meaning of the electro
magnetic interactions. As we have already noted 
the electromagnetic interaction must appear in the 
rotation coefficients. This can be easily done for 
c = 0. Indeed, we include in the rotation coeffi
cients the terms 

(3.12) 

where Ak are the components of the electromag
netic potential in an orthogonal system of basis 
vectors, while E~/' is the completely antisym-

metric tensor of the two dimensional space de
fined by the axes a' and {3'. Then in the effective 
interaction Lagrangian the following term will 
arise for the electromagnetic interaction 

(3.13) 

Noting that for c I 0 a similar geometric inter
pretation of the charge operator is impossible we 
arrive at the conclusion that 

(3.14) 

We note that the eigenvalues of this operator are 
equal to+ 1, + 1, -1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, as required 
(for c I 0 one does not obtain the correct eigen
values!). 

For a further identification of the particles we 
define a second quantum number as the operator 
for the hypercharge Y. We assume that the repre
sentation (3. 2) is chosen in such a way that the 
operator Y is also diagonal in it. Then one can 
assume14 ) 

(3.15) 

It is easy to verify that this operator has the same 

14lThe obvious ambiguity in the choice of this operator re
duces to a renumbering of the particles. 

eigenvalues as QB and that the Gell-Mann-Nishi
j ima relation 

Q- Y /2 = Ta, (3.16) 

is satisfied, i.e., the difference of the matrices on 
the left hand side of formula (3.16) gives the cor
rect distribution of the eigenvalues of the third 
component T 3 of the isotopic spin for baryons. 

Using any pair of the three operators (3.14)-
( 3.16) we obtain the following distribution of parti
cles in the superspinor: 

'¥ = {8°, ~-. p, Z0, ~+, n, Y0, 8-), (3.17) 

where z0 and yO are certain linearly independent 
combinations of the particles A and 2:0• In order 
to find the form of these combinations it is neces
sary to know the operator for the square of the 
isotopic spin. Making the additional assumption 
that among the generators r 11 v there are included 
the operators for the isotopic spin T + and T for 
which 

(3.18) 

we can find the general form of the operators 
(analogous expressions were obtained in [ 25 J): 

T + = 1/2eicp, {f2o + ifot) + 1/4e''P'[ {f36- r45) 

(3.19) 

T_ = (T+)+, <Pi> and cp 2 are real. Evaluating the 
operator T2 it can be easily verified that it con
tains in addition to diagonal terms also nondiago
nal elements mixing z0 and Y0. Diagonalizing T2 

we obtain up to a nonessential phase factor that15 ) 

zo = {A+ ~0) ;-y2, yo= {A- ~0) I -y2. 
The operator introduced above cannot be re

garded as completely analogous to the operator 
for the muonic charge FL (although it is related 
to it by a simple projection relation) since the 
hypercharge is not conserved in weak interactions. 
We, therefore, define for the baryons a new quan
tum number16 ) 

FB = 1/2{r34 +I), (3.20) 

which carries over to the baryons the concept of 
the muonic charge and is in form identical with ex-

15lThis notation thus corresponds to the notation given in 
the doublet theory of Gell-Mann and Pais [26]. 

16loefining this charge by the requirement PFB = FL we 
obtain its general form: F B = \6(r34 + I) + c(I - r 56). However, 
below we shall go over to a representation in which the matrix 
1 5 6 is nondiagonal and, therefore, we at the outset choose 
c = 0. 
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pressions (2.6). Just as FL, the charge FB is as
sociated with gauge transformations which guaran
tee the conservation of FB. Since gauge transfor
mations can be carried out separately for baryons 
and for leptons the charges FB and FL are sep
arately conserved. This property of the charges 
FB and FL essentially differentiates them from 
the electric charge which is conserved for the to
tality of all the particles. The reason for this is 
the difference in the mechanisms discussed above 
guaranteeing the conservation of these charges. 

4. WEAK INTERACTIONS BETWEEN BARYONS 
AND LEPTONS 

In the representation (3.2) utilized until now the 
operators for the charge, the hypercharge and the 
FB-charge are diagonal. Carrying out the baryon
lepton analogy in a consistent manner it is natural 
to require only the conservation of the charges Q 
and F. But the operator for the hypercharge intro
duced only for the classification of the particles is 
not associated with geometrical concepts and need 
not be conserved (nor be diagonal). We obtain the 
most general transformation of the representation 
(3.2) which conserves the form of the operators 
for the charges QB and FB. 

In order to simplify the calculations we con
sider the infinitesimal unitary transformations of 
the matrices r p,: 

r.,' = u+r .. u, u = 1- ie<I>, <I>+= <I>, (4.1) 

where E is a real infinitesimal number and <I> is 
a linear combination of the generators r p, v· The 
operators for the charges Q and F transform in 
the following manner: 

Q' = U+QU = Q + 1/zie{[<I>, ftz] ~[<I>, fs6]} + O(e2}; 

F' = U+FU =·F + 1Me[<D, fs;] + O(e2}. (4.2) 

Therefore, the conditions for the conservation of 
the operators Q and F are 

It can be easily verified that the operator 

<I>= A (fts + f62) + B(ft6 + f25) + Ctftz + C2f34 + Csfss 

(4.4) 

satisfies all the conditions (4.3) with A, B, C be
ing arbitrary constants. The last three terms in 
expression (4.4) describe nonessential transfor
mations since they commute with all three diago
nal operators. We shall use only one of them in 
order to simplify the nontrivial transformation 
which is described by the first two terms. In or-

der to do this we carry out in addition to the infi
nitesimal transformation with the generator 

<I>= A (fts + f62) + B(f16 + f2s), (4.5) 

also a finite rotation in the (5, 6) plane. Corre
sponding to this the generator <I> is transformed 
into the generator 

<D' = e-iarse{A (f1s + f62) + B(ft6 + f2s) }eiar,. 

= (A cos 2a - B sin 2a) (ft5 + f62} 

+ (Asin2a+Bcos2a}(F16 +F25). (4.6) 

Choosing tan 2a = - B/ A we obtain 

Going over from infinitesimal transformations to 
finite ones we obtain the theorem: apart from ro
tations through finite angles in the (1, 2), (3, 4) 
and (5, 6) planes the most general unitary trans
formation which leaves the charges QB and FB 
invariant can be written in the form 

(4.7) 

where 

This transformation can be easily written in the 
following form (we shall call it the Cabibbo trans
formation 17 >): 

Ft' = cos e ft + sin 8fs, fs' = -sin 8ft+ cos ers, 

fs' = sin er2 + cos er6, 
(4.8) 

while the remaining matrices are not transformed. 
This transformation amounts to a rotation through 
an angle e in the (1, 5) plane and through an angle 
- e in the (2, 6) plane. 

In the new transformation the charges Q and F 
remain diagonal, while the operator for the hyper
charge for e f. mr, where n is an integer, is non
diagonal and, therefore, for Q f. nn the hyper
charge is not conserved in weak interactions. We 
shall regard the angle e as arbitrary. Since in 
any representation there must be three diagonal 
operators the question arises as to how one should 
construct in the Cabibbo representation a diagonal 
operator linearly independent of QB and FB. Us
ing the transformation (4.8) and the definition of 
the matrices r p, v it can be easily verified that the 
matrix 

1/z{J + F12' cos2 8- fss' sin2 e + 1/2(ft6' + F25') sin 29} 
(4. 9) 

l7)Subsequently it will become clear that e is the angle in
troduced by Cabibbo. 
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is diagonal and in its form coincides with 1/2 (I+ r 12). 

Thus, in the Lagrangian (3. 9) we have intro
duced a specific representation of the matrices 
r~ and we now write it in the final form: 

G 
Lint=--=- (JB +h) (JB+ + h+) 

)'2 
(4.10) 

(summation over the spatial indices and the ma
trices On are implied), where 

]B =cos 6(Bo8-:_+ pn- yo.t-- f"+zo] -sin 9(pY0 

+ .zo:a:- + .t+:a:o + n.t-], h = (VJ&JL- Vee). (4.11) 

This Lagrangian for the weak interactions between 
four leptons and eight baryons has the form of a 
product of charged currents and guarantees the 
selection rules (1.1) and (1.2). Moreover, the cur
rent conserving the hypercharge appears with the 
factor cos (} while the current which alters the 
hypercharge appears with the factor sin e, i.e., 
we have obtained the universality of weak interac
tions in the form proposed by Cabibbo. [ 91 The se
lection rules (1.1) and (1.2) and the universality 
modified in this manner agree well with the exper
imental data. [ 27 1 

We note that in the vector part of the current 
(4.11) the terms .Ar and ~+A appear which are 
usually excluded by the hypothesis regarding the 
conservation of vector currents. [ 28 1 Experimental 
data do not allow us as yet to determine the V, A 
structure in the corresponding decays. [ 271 An ex
perimental determination of this structure is very 
important for checking the proposed scheme (the 
corresponding experiments are proposed in [ 281 ). 

The present theory can lay no claims to explain 
the finer details of weak interactions essentially 
associated with the effects of strong interactions. 

5. CONCLUSION 

It is important to note that the selection rules 
( 1.1) and (1. 2) follow from the conservation of the 
charge FB and from the rule lb.Q I = 1. Indeed, it 
can be easily seen that the charge FB divides all 
the baryons into two quartets: 

FB = 0: .t-, p, n, yo= (A- .t0) I f2; (5.1) 

FB = 1: .t+, s-, '8°, zo = (A+ .t0) Iii. (5.2) 

and one can directly verify that the selection rules 
(1.1) and (1.2) are satisfied. Thus, a simple gen
eralization of the law of conservation of the muonic 
charge, which in this scheme is automatically ex
tended to baryons, enables one to obtain all the 
selection rules. Until now these rules were ex
plained either within the framework of the hypoth-

esis regarding the fundamental triplet of fields 
("sakatons," quarks, trions etc. [U 1), or by means 
of the hypothesis that the ''weak'' hadron current 
belongs to the octet of the su3 group. [ 91 Quarks 
cannot be included in our scheme in a natural man
ner, while the classification of currents according 
to the representations of the SU3 group is not con
sidered at all. Therefore, a new point of view 
arises regarding the origin of the selection rules 
in weak interactions. 18 > It is interesting to note 
that from this point of view one can have a new 
interpretation of the origin of the Cabibbo angle (} 
which appears naturally without any additional hy
potheses. We also recall that the Lagrangian for 
weak interactions was obtained in the form of a 
product of charged currents. 

In the present paper we have restricted our
selves to a discussion of weak and electromagnetic 
interactions in the quasieuclidean approximation. 
All the conservation laws obtained in this approxi
mation (selection rules, CP conservation etc.) are 
valid in any order of perturbation with respect to 
the effective interaction Lagrangian. However, 
already for terms of order Ge not only the higher 
order approximations of perturbation theory are 
essential, but also the geometrical effects which 
we have not considered here. There is no basis 
for expecting that the conservation laws obtained 
above must also hold when higher geometrical ef
fects are taken into account. In particular, it is 
quite possible that in the order Ge both CP
invariance and the selection rules (1.1) and (1.2) 
are violated, and, therefore, one can assert that 
the conservation laws found above are satisfied, 
generally speaking, with an accuracy of 1%. It is 
tempting to relate these remarks to the observed 
effects of nonconservation of CP[ 291 19> and to the 
indications of an observation of decays with .1-Q 
= -.1.8.[31 However, in order to make more definite 
predictions it is necessary to investigate further 
the effects due to the curvature of space-time. 

The authors are grateful to D. I. Blokhintsev, 
S. S. Gershtem, V. G. Kadyshevskil, A. N. Leznov, 
A. A. Logunov, B. M. Pontecorvo and 0. A. Khrus
talev, for useful discussion of this paper. 
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